The concept of sensory substitution raises the question of the equivalence of the perceptual systems, an hypothesis central to Gibson's theory (1966) . A related question concerns the extent to which a pattern representation gained by using a sensorysubstitution system can be similar to its visual perceptual representation. In a field of sensory substitution of vision by somaesthetic stimuli, several studies have shown some interactions between these two modalities (Bach-y-Rita and Hughes 1985; Hughes et al 1990; Miletic 1994 ). Bach-y-Rita and Hughes (1985) showed interesting perceptual effects by using an Optacon camera (Nye and Bliss 1970) modified by the addition of a clip-on lens. This system allowed the delivery of spatial information instead of printed characters to the fingertip of the user. The authors reported a perceptual phenomenon analogous to the kinetic depth effect (Wallach and O'Connell 1953) , although the stimuli were tactile. From the vibrotactile stimulation, early-blind subjects experienced a perception equivalent to that obtained in sighted subjects by visual stimulation, without previous learning. Meanwhile sensory-substitution devices based on electrotactile or vibrotactile stimulation are faced with some limits, related to the choice of a highly sensitive skin surface, to skin irritation, or to pain (Bach-y-Rita 1972) .
As an alternative approach to vibrotactile stimulation, auditory substitution of vision deserved to be investigated. Indeed, audition presents some advantages, among which its easy interfacing with headphones, large bandwidth, and fine frequency-discrimination and intensity-discrimination thresholds (Capelle et al 1998) . In addition, the human auditory system is able to deal with complex and rapidly changing sound patterns such as speech, even in a noisy environment (Hirsh 1988) .
The objective of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility of sensory substitution of vision by audition. Subjects had to recognise simple visual patterns picked up by a head-mounted camera during exploratory head movements and simultaneously translated into sounds. The experimental device that we used in this study was one that we previously developed (Capelle et al 1998) on the basis of our sensory-substitution model (Veraart 1989) . According to the model (figure 1), visual information could be provided to the brain via a substitutive sensory system (auditory or somaesthetic systems): the visual information is artificially coded into substitutive information to be then processed by the related sensory system. As a first step, a model of the visual system (1 H and 2 H in figure 1) processes the visual information similarly to its natural counterpart (1 and 2 in figure 1). The resulting artificial visual signals should then reach the associative structures (3) without any change and be analysed as`naturally acquired' visual information. Since the artificial signals have to be sent by the sensory-substitution system to the neural structures, the model proposes that an inverse model of the sensory-substitutive system is connected with the model of the visual system, by means of an adequate transcription code (3 H ). The inverse model of the substitution system and the natural substitution system have thus to cancel each other, therefore the signals will undergo all the processing steps of the substitutive system but in an exactly reversed order (5 H and 4 H ). The resulting signals are then transmitted to the natural somaesthetic or auditory primary system where they will be processed (steps 4 and 5). These neural signals would then be processed by the associative cortex to evoke a visual-like perception.
In the considered substitution device, visual information has to be coded into auditory signals. The simplest and most natural code for the subject would be the most efficient to learn. Several requirements had thus to be met according to visual, auditory, and perceptual considerations, among which are the following.
First, pattern recognition with the device would be facilitated if some acoustic invariants corresponded to some visual invariants.
Then, since the device aimed at global rehabilitation, the double aspect of human visual processing, ie localisation and pattern-recognition ability, had to be maintained. As for the human retina, where peripheral and foveal processes are responsible for localisation and pattern recognition respectively, the acoustic characteristics corresponding to the peripheral or the central fields had to allow both aspects to be differentiated.
Studies on psychoacoustic and cross-modal perception also deserve consideration. On the one hand, when locating tones, subjects are known to have a tendency to react according to frequency, irrespective of the actual location of the target. They locate the highest frequency at the top and the lowest at the bottom, assigning the middle frequencies to intermediate locations in an ordered progression (Roffler and Butler 1968) . On the other hand, it has been shown that the vertical position of visual stimuli and the pitch of auditory stimuli are synaesthetically corresponding dimensions in speeded classification paradigms: Garner interferences were observed in experimental studies (Melara and O'Brien 1987) . Consequently, if the pitch of the sound is to code the vertical position, a high (low) pitch has to represent a high (low) position.
Method

The sensory-substitution device
The sensory-substitution device (Capelle et al 1998) used in the present study consists of an implementation of a model of the primary visual system that delivers low-resolution images to an inverse model of the primary auditory system that produces a complex sound. The device can be briefly described as follows (see figure 2). A miniature grey-level TV camera, placed on the head of the subject, acquires video images of the surroundings. This camera is connected to a standard video digitiser board which is plugged into an Intel 2 -486-based personal computer. A custom processing system hosted in this PC Figure 1 . The sensory-substitution model of Veraart (1989) . This theoretical model is an interconnection between a model of the impaired system (vision) with an inverse model of the substitutive one (eg audition); the visual-system model processes visual information in a similar way to its natural counterpart. The artificial signal produced is then translated by the substitutive system model (audition) but with an inverted flow of the information. The resulting signal is then processed by the natural auditory primary system so that the delivered message is comparable to the one reaching the associative cortical areas in case of normal vision.
translates the images according to a simplified retinal model and codes them into an auditory output. A dedicated sound-generating board, specially developed to meet the auditory specifications required by the system, is plugged into the PC and produces the corresponding complex sound. The resulting signal, once amplified, is transmitted to both the subject and an experimenter through pairs of headphones. Processing velocity enables a refresh rate of 25 images s À1 . This allows the user to have relatively normal sensorimotor interactions with the visual environment.
2.1.1 Implementation of the model of the human visual system. The implementation of a crude model of the primary visual system achieved by the device provides two resolution levels corresponding to an artificial retina and an artificial periphery, as in the real visual system (see figure 3a) . Acquisition of a visual scene results in a digitised image stored as a matrix of 124 pixels, whose grey levels are related to the source image. The 64 foveal pixels have a finer spatial resolution than the 60 peripheral ones, as illustrated in figure 3a.
2.1.2 The code. Connecting the model of vision to the inverse model of audition requires the use of an adequate transcription code. The code implemented in the device consists of the association of a specific sinusoid with each pixel of the two-fold resolution retina according to the formula:
where f 0 is the fundamental frequency (54 Hz in the system) and n is the pixel number (see figure 3b) . Accordingly, the frequency associated with the bottom left pixel (number 0 in figure 3b ) is 54 Hz. Pixel frequencies increase slowly from left to right along each horizontal line. It must be emphasised here that a gap exists between pixel frequencies corresponding respectively to lower and upper parts of the periphery. Within this gap lie pixel frequencies related to the fovea (see figure 3b ). According to equation (1), an harmonic relationship exists between pixels along a vertical line (ratio of 2 1a2 between frequencies associated with two adjacent pixels). Nevertheless, no harmonic relationship exists between pixel frequencies of the fovea and those of the periphery in the artificial retina. Moreover, the amplitude of each pixel frequency is modulated by the grey level of that pixel. an Intel 2 -486-based PC, a miniature head-fixed TV camera for acquisition of the video images, connected to the PC by way of a standard digitiser board. It also involves two pairs of headphones (for both subject and experimenter) giving the complex sounds after processing, and connected to the PC by way of an amplifier and a specific printed card board dedicated to sound generation.
2.1.3 Implementation of the inverse model of the human auditory system. Sound processing in the human cochlea consists roughly of frequency analysis, ie basically a Fourier transform (Evans 1982) . The implementation of the inverse model of the cochlea is thus achieved here by an inverse Fourier transform for each ear, ie the summation of the pixel frequencies multiplied by the grey levels of the corresponding pixels. Moreover, binaural intensity and phase balances are also implemented, as well as a standard spectral-sensitivity curve of the human ear (for details, see Capelle et al 1998) . Specific sinusoidal tones are only associated to pixels with bold numbers, in order to partition sets of frequencies used for the peripheral part of the image (the four corners in the illustrated matrix) from the ones kept for the foveal part. The two resolution levels roughly model the organisation of the eye retina and allow for its dual functionality: spatial localisation and pattern recognition.
2.1.4
Features of the perceived complex sounds. The code implemented here meets the requirements stated in section 1. Indeed, as the pixel frequencies range from 54 to 13 528 Hz, they are within the spectral sensitivity range of the human auditory system. The pitch of the pixel frequencies is related to pixel height in the artificial retina, with a high (low) pitch representing a high (low) position. The implementation of phase and intensity balances mimics the human ability for azimuthal sound localisation (Gulick et al 1989) .
As the amplitude of each sinusoid is modulated by the grey level of the corresponding pixel, the visual experience of brightness is translated into the auditory experience of loudness.
The appearance of horizontal or vertical bars in the source image results in perceptually different complex sounds. Indeed, vertical bars correspond to harmonious sounds, while horizontal bars correspond to beating sounds. This acoustically different feature should thus help in visual-pattern recognition.
A demonstration of this code is provided on the Perception website: http://www.perceptionweb.com/perc0899/arno.html In this demonstration, the immobile artificial retina is crossed by moving patterns. Owing to limitations in file size, only monaural sounds are produced. Accordingly, the relationship between pixel azimuth and binaural intensity balance cannot be experienced. The demonstration includes successively the following. Sounds resulting from the motion of a single pixel from left to right along a horizontal line (1) in the lower part of the retina; (2) in the middle of the retina including the fovea; and (3) in the upper part of the retina. Here, the overall code is made obvious. Sound resulting from (1) the appearance of a horizontal line, followed by its upwards motion (beating sounds may be experienced here); (2) the appearance of a vertical line, followed by its leftwards motion (example of harmonious sounds).
Specific coding of pixel frequencies related to the fovea and the periphery in the artificial retina helps the user in spatial orientation. On the one hand, the coding of peripheral pixels with extreme frequencies together with the implementation of a binaural intensity balance helps users to orient the head towards objects to be identified. On the other hand, recognition of these objects takes advantage of mid-frequencies within the higher-resolution artificial fovea. For these mid-frequencies, indeed, differential thresholds are the smallest (Zwicker 1975) .
Such a coding that allows the subject to both easily locate an object within the spatial field and recognise it is intended to mimic the natural double functioning of the visual system.
Subjects
Twenty-four blindfolded sighted subjects took part in the experiment. Age ranged from 19 to 36 years (mean 24 years; SD 5X3 years). Subjects were given a pure-tone audiometry test before the experiment involving a GSI 17 audiometer (Grason-Stadler, USA), with a criterion of 5 20 dB HL. All subjects reported themselves to be healthy and without recorded history of neurological problems. Only one had musical knowledge. Each subject was randomly assigned to one of two groups of twelve (six males and six females), the experimental and the control groups.
Procedure
Subjects in the experimental group underwent fourteen sessions: ten training sessions and four evaluation sessions. Subjects in the control group only underwent the four evaluation sessions. The ten training sessions were embedded in between the four evaluation sessions. During each session (training and evaluation sessions), subjects wore the headfixed TV camera and a pair of headphones. They sat at a table in front of a white board (`viewing' distance was about 30 cm). Before beginning a session, and for all that session duration, subjects were always blindfolded so that they never saw the experimental setting.
Before the first evaluation session, subjects from both groups were given short verbal explanations about the functioning of the device. Subjects were first presented a single point or`pixel'. They were requested to move the head (and thus the TV camera) to explore the environment. During the movements, the instantaneous images of the pattern to study were immediately translated into complex sounds. Subjects were told that the sounds they heard were produced by a single point. The principle of the artificial retina was explained, ie the peripheral and central zones, each corresponding to one kind of sound (extreme frequencies or mid-frequencies for the periphery or the centre, respectively). Subjects also received some explanation about the relation between sound frequency and pattern location: they were told that the sound frequency was very high if the point fell within the upper part, and very low if within the bottom part. For left^right pattern localisation, subjects were instructed to take advantage of interaural differences.
2.3.1 Training. A total of fifty different stimuli of various complexity levels were used for the experiment (see figure 4). They were derived from fifteen patterns under 08 to 3158 angular deviation. Subjects in the experimental group participated in ten individual training sessions (figure 5), distributed over a span of 6 to 7 weeks (the maximum delay between two successive sessions was 1 week). Subjects in the control group were only involved in four evaluation sessions which were distributed over 6-to-7 weeks, similarly to the experimental group.
The training began with the easiest stimuli and progressed to more complex ones (see figure 4). The complexity level was defined on the basis of both the number of components and their spatial organisation in the pattern. Simple patterns were single points (pixels) and bars whereas the more complex patterns were geometrical figures. Subjects were shown ten different patterns per training session. Each series of ten patterns is indicated in figure 5 above the related training session (1 to 10). The ten patterns of a training session were grouped by five on two transparencies. Each transparency was hung, in turn, on the white board. Subjects had to locate the patterns with head movements and to recognise them, one at a time. They never saw the patterns during the experiment, but only heard the corresponding sounds. They were encouraged to move the head and to take advantage of the sound changes in order to recognise the stimulus features. The complex sounds thus varied according to the pattern and the head position relative to the pattern. Subjects were instructed to use their own strategy for detecting pattern features, thanks to their self-produced movements allowing the sound changes.
Subjects first tried to recognise the pattern and gave a manual response by using small aluminium squares (8.5 mm68.5 mm) or strips (68 mm68.5 mm) representing points (pixels) or bars respectively. To provide their response, subjects had to arrange these aluminium elements within a square wooden frame (180 mm6180 mm) put in front of them on the table. The borders of the wooden frame provided the subjects with horizontal and vertical references. All subjects remained in the blindfolded condition: they never saw the response elements, they only manipulated them. Were a response wrong, an experimenter rearranged the aluminium squares and strips and led the subject to touch the correct response. In addition to that feedback, some comments about the sound changes associated with guided head movements were provided.
Since fifty patterns were used during the training, with ten different patterns for each of the ten sessions, all the patterns were presented twice during the training. As the training progressed, the subjects' performance improved and the experimenter gave progressively fewer comments. The latency of responses (processing time) decreased with practice, in such a way that session duration decreased from about 60 min at the beginning to about 40 min at the end of the training.
2.3.2 Training assessment. At the end of each training session, learning was assessed by a test. This test used five of the ten patterns presented during the session. Subjects had to give their responses within 3 min, as during the evaluation procedure (see below). Subjects were given tactile feedback about their performance. The aim of these tests was to reinforce the current learning and to increase subjects' motivation by giving them an easy task. At the end of the ten training sessions, each pattern had been presented once in the tests, neither more or less. 2.3.3 Evaluation procedure. Twenty-five patterns were randomly chosen from the fifty patterns included in the training program (see figure 5 ). During the evaluation sessions, which lasted about an hour, each subject was randomly presented the twenty-five selected patterns, one at a time. For each pattern, a timer was started when the sound delivered by the device was turned on. Subjects were requested to identify the pattern that matched the sound they were hearing. They were instructed to say``stop'' as soon as possible when they thought they had recognised the pattern. The sound was stopped immediately as well as the timer and the processing time was recorded. Using the aluminium strips, subjects could then`build' their response in the square wooden frame. If subjects did not say``stop'' within 3 min, the sound automatically ended and they had to provide their manual response. During the evaluation procedure, subjects were never told whether the answers were correct or not. The same twenty-five patterns were randomly presented during each evaluation session. For the first evaluation, before any training, all patterns were new for subjects of both groups. Thereafter, as the training progressed for the experimental group, more and more of these twenty-five patterns had been already studied. The third evaluation occurred after the sixth training session. At that time, eight of the twenty-five patterns had not yet been studied during the training. Scores obtained for these eight patterns in the first three evaluations were considered for assessment of generalisation of training.
Two assessment methods were adopted from each subject's response. First, an all-or-none assessment rated the responses as either 1 or 0. Then a weighted assessment rated responses between 0 and 1 as a function of their similarity with the stimulus. This weighted assessment was adapted from the global-similarity criterion between L0  U270  Z90 H0  TT0 E90  DD45 L45 L135 U180  L315 T90 F90 TT90  E180 T0  F0  TT270  L90   P (26) PP0 D90  DD0 Z90 E90  DD90 S90 DD135 E180  PP0 PP90 PP45   S0  C  L135 H90 L315 L225  PP90 D0  D45  L0  H0  DD45  T180 F270 L180 L270  D0  DD0 D135  T270 F180 6  U180 TT180 T90  T0  D90  PP135  U270 TT0 L45  Z0  E270 U90  U0  PP45 L0  H0  DD45 T180 F270  L180 E180 F90  F0  PP135 T270 TT0  6  U180 TT180  T90 L225 TT90 TT270  D45 U270 E90  L45 Z0  E270  U90 L270 F0  E0  D135 Z90 F180  DD90 S90 DD135 F90 T0  TT270 L90 ( founts, commonly called Hamming's distance, and currently used in image-processing applications. The procedure was as follows. Each stimulus pattern S was superimposed on a representation of the subject's response R, in order to get the best correspondence (rotation was not allowed). The number X of common points (pixels) between S and R was then calculated and the total number of points (pixels), S and R, respectively, in S and R were added, with a bar considered as 8 adjacent collinear pixels. The score was given by the ratio Xa(S R À X) . It might occur that more than one superimposition of the stimulus and the subject's response existed. Therefore, in an attempt to provide the best fitting in those situations, each score was double-checked by two independent judges.
For both methods (all-or-none or weighted assessment), the maximum score a subject could obtain for a given evaluation session was 25 and the minimum 0.
Results
Scores and processing time obtained by both groups are provided in tables 1 and 2, respectively.
The analyses of both assessment methods revealed the same effects. Therefore, only the analyses of the weighted assessment will be reported, which is the more sensitive method.
Comparisons between groups
In order to assess the training effect, three-factor analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed separately on the score and the processing time. The design was 2 (group)62 (sex)64 (evaluation sessions), where group and sex were between-subjects factors and evaluation sessions was a within-subjects factor.
3.1.1 Scores. Weighted scores for both groups as a function of the session are shown in figure 6 . Subjects of the experimental group performed significantly better than subjects of the control group (F 1 20 73X606, p 5 0X001). There was also a significant effect of the evaluation session (F 3 60 80X495, p 5 0X001), showing that performance improved across the evaluation sessions. The interaction between these two factors was significant (F 3 60 49X767, p 5 0X001). There was no effect of the sex factor.
A posteriori tests showed that the groups did not differ at the first evaluation session, but did significantly for sessions 2, 3, and 4 (F 1 20 26X345, p 5 0X001; F 1 20 54X570, p 5 0X001; F 1 20 138X668, p 5 0X001, respectively).
Student's t-tests for paired observations were performed on the experimental group for each of the four sessions. It appeared that performance of this group significantly increased from session 1 to session 2 (t 11 À5X131, p 5 0X001), from session 2 to session 3 (t 11 À4X349, p 0X001), and from session 3 to session 4 (t 11 À4X310, p 0X001), as can be seen in figure 6. Student's t-tests for paired observations performed on the control group did not show any significant difference between two successive sessions, but did between the first and the third sessions (t 11 À3X234, p 5 0X05) and between the first session and the fourth (t 11 À2X591, p 5 0X05).
Processing time.
Results are illustrated in figure 7 . The ANOVA showed only a significant effect of the group factor (F 1 20 6X141, p 5 0X05), and a significant interaction between the group and the evaluation sessions (F 3 60 5X096, p 5 0X01).
Student's t-tests for paired observations were performed on the experimental group for each of the four sessions. It appeared that processing time of the experimental group significantly increased between sessions 1 and 2 (t 11 À2X387, p 5 0X05). Processing time then decreased significantly between the third and fourth sessions (t 11 5X941, p 5 0X001). For the control group, Student's t-tests showed that there was no significant difference between two successive sessions. 
Generalisation of the learning
Performance of the experimental group for the first three evaluations was analysed for the eight patterns which had not been studied by the subjects (see table 3 ). Twotailed t-tests were computed on weighted scores. Scores for these eight patterns were significantly better for the second evaluation session compared with the first one (t 11 À3X881, p 5 0X01), as well as for the third evaluation session compared with the second (t 11 À4X446, p 0X001). No significant difference was observed for the processing time.
3.3 Relation between scores and processing time A Pearson correlation coefficient was computed between the variables, subjects' scores and processing time, for each evaluation session of the experimental group. It appeared that an inverse relationship was progressively established with training. During the first two sessions, the two variables were not significantly related (r 1 À0X216, and r 1 À0X056). For the third session, a weak but significant negative correlation appeared (r 1 À0X654, p 5 0X0001). This correlation became strong at the fourth evaluation session (r 1 À0X865, p 5 0X0001), as illustrated in figure 8. Table 3 . Mean weighted scores and mean processing time (proc. time) of the experimental group at the first three evaluation sessions for the eight patterns not yet learned at the time of session 3 (see figure 5 for identification of patterns).
Pattern
Session 1 
Discussion
Performance of two blindfolded groups of subjects using a vision-to-audition substitution system has been evaluated in this study. Results show that trained subjects were able to recognise visual patterns. Indeed, performance of untrained control subjects only slightly improved along evaluation sessions, whereas trained subjects showed clear improvements (see figure 6 ). It is noteworthy that the experimental group obtained a mean weighted score of 21.9 for the last evaluation session (20.17 out of the 25 patterns recognised with the all-or-none assessment). By comparison, control subjects obtained a mean weighted score of 7.76 (1.08 with the all-or-none assessment).
In the evaluation procedure the sound was discontinued when subjects felt ready to give their response; the spatial arrangement of the aluminium strips was thus constructed from memory, and some errors may have resulted from a memory effect. Besides, performance was assessed by using manual responses. One may wonder if some subjects did not encounter some difficulties during the production of the responses with the aluminium strips. Indeed, some mirror responses were observed among the various kinds of wrong responses given by the subjects. Some subjects may have given wrong responses while having accurate mental representations. The rationale for using a square wooden frame was to provide external tactile references, with the borders of the square representing the vertical and horizontal axes, which was intended to minimise the spatial interference effect. External references are indeed known to improve performances of blind or blindfolded subjects in spatial tasks, as shown by Millar (1994) . In addition, the use of aluminium strips of equal length removed the problem related to the relative length of the segments in a pattern. Our interest focused on pattern recognition, not on actual size assessment of the stimuli. Other response modes such as drawings or verbal responses are no more free of bias. On the one hand, indeed, drawing the pattern would have been still more difficult, especially for correctly connecting the different components in a pattern without any feedback. On the other hand, verbal responses are subject to interpretation. Describing the patterns used in the experiment with simple and unambiguous wording is not always possible, as it would have been for alphabetic or geometrical characters.
Patterns used in this study had various levels of complexity. Indeed, large standard deviations in the processing time were observed among patterns for a given trained subject. Moreover, the response patterns appeared identical between subjects. Pattern complexity was evaluated a priori by the number of components. Patterns comprising few components were thought to be easily recognisable. Nevertheless, after debriefing of the subjects, it appeared that the spatial organisation of the components in a pattern was a very important factor, so that a pattern made of only two oblique components (such as pattern L45 in figure 4) proved more difficult to recognise than some patterns with more components, if these components were horizontally or vertically organised (such as pattern E90). This comes from the auditory code of the device which allows enhanced discrimination of horizontal and vertical bars.
Concerning the processing time, the control group exhibited no significant difference from one session to the other. Subjects even showed a tendency to take less time to give their response during the second evaluation session than during the first one, which can be interpreted as a sign of discouragement since subjects in this group did not receive any feedback. On the contrary, for the experimental group, an increase in processing time was observed between the first and second evaluation sessions. At the end, however, processing time began to decrease significantly between the third and fourth sessions. Comparing graphs of both processing time and scores (see figures 6 and 7), one may observe that improvement in accuracy of responses first appeared at the cost of more processing time, but with more practice a reduction of processing time finally appeared. Moreover, a negative correlation was observed for the experimental group between processing time and scores collected during both the third and the fourth evaluation sessions. Furthermore, the most accurate subjects were also the fastest. Subjects did not devote their cognitive resources in favour of speed at the expense of accuracy, nor conversely. Processing time was thus also a reliable estimate of performance once the code had been mastered. These results suggest that intensive training is necessary to achieve this task properly in order to improve both response accuracy and processing time. This conclusion agrees with the requirements of most sensory aids developed for the blind in the past. For example, the use of the Optacon (Telesensory Systems, Inc.) requires a minimum of 50 h of training for the blind user, just to learn the letter shapes and move the camera (Optacon owner's manual). With very intensive training, blind persons using the Optacon are able to read twenty to seventy words per minute (Nye and Bliss 1970) .
The time required to recognise a pattern at evaluation session four was still considerable: from 33 to 158 s (85.96 s on average). Nevertheless, this fourth evaluation session did not correspond to the end of the possible training as illustrated by the curve in figure 6 . The performance had not yet reached a plateau. We can thus suppose that the processing time could be further reduced at a higher training level. Meanwhile, processing of a visual stimulus will probably be longer when mediated by the auditory substitutive system rather than directly achieved by the visual system. The particularity of the visual system, when compared with the auditory one, lies in the involvement of more parallel mechanisms. In addition, whereas a visual scene can be scanned by the eyes by a sighted subject, the user of our system needs to scan the scene with head movements. The head movements produce sound variations that allow recognition, but take longer to execute. The pattern of head movements observed for the experimental group as compared with the control group leads us to draw a parallel with visual processing in which head and eye movements play an important role. When using the system, subjects first produced backwards and forwards movements in order to adequately adapt to the pattern distance. Then they continually moved the head in order to locate each point of the pattern in the central part of the artificial retina. For example, when subjects were hearing a sound with a particularly high frequency, they could deduce that the object was positioned higher than the artificial fovea. So, they moved the head up in order to match the position of both the artificial fovea and the pattern (localisation ability). Subjects then initiated tiny head movements in order to bring about correlated sound variations allowing recognition of the pattern (recognition ability). In this way, even if spatiotemporal patterns of stimulation obtained are slower, they are in some ways comparable to the ones obtained with the visual modality, so that we might conclude that the information provided is amodal (Epstein 1985) . We think that the more the way to use a sensory substitution system mimics the natural visual system, the more efficient the substitution process will be. The information obtained in this way by the auditory system through the device is aimed to be functionally equivalent to that supplied by the natural visual system.
Our results also show that learning was generalised to stimuli not yet studied during the training. Subjects did not merely memorise simple associations between sounds and patterns, but also learned the relationship between the auditory code and the spatial dimensions. One could argue that the repeated presentation of the patterns across the evaluation sessions (the same patterns were presented during the four evaluation sessions), and not the training, allowed for the improvement we observed. However, the poorer performance of the untrained control group shows that it was not the case. Nevertheless, all patterns, already studied or not, shared some similarities: they were all derived from fifteen patterns differently oriented (see figure 4) . In a specific generalisation study, subjects could have been tested with completely new patterns, such as two horizontal bars crossed by a vertical one, or with patterns including curved lines. For new patterns made of horizontal and/or vertical bars, we assume that generalisation would also occur. Indeed, subjects actually learned a way to explore any pattern. With training, they improved their ability to extract the auditory invariants related to horizontal and vertical bars within a pattern, from other sounds provided by the device. They effectively recognised the various components and, with head movements, deduced the way they were organised. This active way to proceed appears consistent with the ecological theory of perception proposed by Gibson (1966) . With training, the process of information extraction becomes more automatic. This results in a decrease in the overall processing time and a reduction of the working-memory load, so that the users can recognise more complex patterns. The process of sensory substitution would not be possible without sensorimotor feedback given by the real-time functioning. The head motion is thus of great importance when learning to use the device. It allows the control of TV-camera orientation leading possibly to the development of a new``perceptual organ'', to use the phrase of Bach-y-Rita (1972) .
From a rehabilitation viewpoint, the design of a vision-to-audition-substitution prosthesis suffers an important limitation that resides in the difference between the auditory and the visual channel with respect to the capacity for information processing. The result of the processing performed by the device on the image grabbed by the miniature TV camera is first to provide two resolution levels in order to roughly model the primary visual system and, second, to reduce the quantity of information to be transmitted to the auditory channel. The effect of the visual processing implemented in our device is thus a dramatic reduction of both image redundancy and resolution. The perception level reached by users of this device is obviously below normal visual perception. We argue that if the device can allow a perception comparable to that experienced by patients with moderate visual impairments, the advantage of the system would be considerable. Such a limited system should nevertheless enable the blind user to interact with daily-life situations that require the ability to recognise various items, like trimensional objects and objects in motion, and to travel familiar outdoor routes.
The assessment should thus be extended with blind subjects. First, studies with blind users would allow one to determine if they would use similar strategies to those used by blindfolded sighted volunteers with the device and if the processing times could be further decreased. Second, as far as mobility situations are concerned, even a lowresolution peripheral field as implemented in our system would improve blind subjects' performance. Indeed, visual field and contrast sensitivity are more highly related to mobility than to visual acuity (Long et al 1990) . Detecting the presence of objects at head and foot levels is more important for safe mobility than object recognition. For further improvements of a system allowing both mobility and pattern recognition, such as the one used in this experiment, algorithms allowing peripheral-field expansion while keeping acuity in the centre of the artificial retina should be assessed.
